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About
HCCA’s annual Clinical Practice Compliance Conference provides information about the latest
government initiatives related to physicians and clinics, and physician integrity trends. Unite with
your colleagues to discuss strategies for facing compliance issues in clinical settings. Gain insight
and strategies to address risk and improve compliance integrity at your organization.

Why attend?

Sessions cover a wide range of compliance topics related to clinics.
This year, the agenda includes these trending topics:
• Clinic & physician best practices
• Stark Law compliance
• Billing standards & incident to billing
• Mitigating risk
• Risk-based audit methods
• Prescribing opioids: legal and medical risk perspective
• HIPAA security
• Medical Director Contracts

Who attends?

This conference is ideal for members of legal, compliance, and physician teams.
Past attendees have included:
• Compliance officers
• Coders
• Managers
• Physicians
• General counsel
• Compliance attorneys

HCCA’s mission

The Health Care Compliance Association exists to champion ethical practice and compliance
standards and to provide the necessary resources for healthcare professionals and others who share
these principles. Our vision is to be the pre-eminent compliance and ethics association promoting
lasting success and integrity of organizations worldwide.

Contact us

Please visit us online at hcca-info.org/2020clinical to learn more about the conference and
HCCA’s other programs.
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Program at a Glance
MONDAY, OCTOBER 26
7:30 am–6:00 pm
7:30–8:25 am
8:25–8:30 am
8:30–9:30 am
9:30–10:00 am
10:00–11:00 am
11:00–11:15 am
11:15 am–12:15 pm
12:15–1:00 pm
1:00–1:30 pm
1:30–2:30 pm
2:30–2:45 pm
2:45–3:45 pm
3:45–4:00 pm
4:00–5:00 pm
5:00–6:00 pm

Registration
Breakfast with Exhibitors (provided)
Opening Remarks
GENERAL COMPLIANCE SESSION GS1 (To Be Announced)
Coffee with Exhibitors
101 Seven Elements of an Effective Provider Auditing
102 21st Century Cures and Information Blocking
Compliance Program
for Clinical Practice
Break
202 Uncovering Hidden Pitfalls in Medical Director
201 Building a Risk-Based Audit Plan
Contracts
Lunch (provided)
Dessert with Exhibitors
301 Clinical Documentation: Preparing Your Providers
302 Risk Matters That Merit Attention Amid a Crisis
for Documentation Audits
Break
401 Mitigating the Risks from Opioid Prescribing:
402 HIPAA Security: Common Mistakes Made by
A Legal and Medical Perspective
Physician Practices
Break
GENERAL SESSION GS2 The Seasoned Professional’s Guide to Managing Stress and Preventing Burnout
Reception

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27
7:30 am–5:00 pm Registration
7:30–8:30 am Breakfast with Exhibitors (provided)
501 The Physicians in My Practice Want to Get Involved
8:30–9:30 am
in Clinical Research: What Do I Need to Know and Do?
9:30–9:45 am Break
9:45–10:45 am

601 Providers Coding and Documentation Audits. Data
Mining and Collaborative Approach: The Key to Success

502 HIPAA and Social Media
602 Do the Right Thing: A Federally Qualified Health
Center’s Response to a Randomized Audit by the Office
of Inspector General

10:45–11:00 am Break
701 Reviewing Recent Activities Within the Opioid Crisis:
702 Why Clinicians Should Be Concerned About the
11:00 am–12:00 pm Providers, Healthcare Entities, and Pharmaceutical
Stark Law and What to Do About It Now
Companies
12:00–12:45 pm Lunch (provided)
12:45–1:15 pm Dessert with Exhibitors
801 Integration of Safety Culture Training to Increase
1:15–2:15 pm
802 Incident To and Shared Visit Policy in Plain English
Compliance Awareness
2:15–2:30 pm Break
901 Building a Physician Practice Audit Program
2:30–3:30 pm
902 Best Practices in Managing Third-Party Valuations
(That Your Physicians Will Appreciate!)
3:30–4:00 pm Afternoon Break with Exhibitors
4:00–5:00 pm GENERAL SESSION GS3 Short of Ventilators: How We Wound Up Here Again, and Probably Will in the Future

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28 (Post-Conference)
7:00 am–4:00 pm
7:00–8:00 am
8:00–9:30 am
9:30–9:45 am
9:45–11:15 am
11:15 am–12:45 pm
12:45–2:15 pm
2:15–2:30 pm
2:30–4:00 pm

Registration
Breakfast (on your own)
P1 Compliance and the Board: Challenges and Best Practices
Break
P2 From Provider to Researcher and Patient to Subject: Responsibility and Role Changes in the Conduct of
Practice-Based Human Subjects Research
Lunch (on your own)
P3 Billing and Coding Cases Gone Wrong
Break
P4 The New Normal: Benefits of Successfully Navigating Change in a Fast-Paced Health Care Workplace

(agenda and times subject to change)
hcca-info.org/2020clinical
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Agenda
MONDAY, OCTOBER 26
7:30 am–6:00 pm

11:15 am–12:15 pm
LEVEL BASIC

201 Building a Risk-Based Audit Plan

Registration

Frank D. Cohen
Director of Analytics, Doctors Management LLC

7:30–8:25 am

• CMS has made it quite clear that healthcare providers need to step
up their game with respect to risk-based audit methods. The day of
the random probe audit is over.

Breakfast with Exhibitors (provided)
8:25–8:30 am

Opening Remarks
8:30–9:30 am

• Both CMS and private payers have implemented advanced statistical
systems that rely upon predictive analytics to identify high-value
targets, meaning providers that are most likely to be tagged for
an audit.
• In this session, attendees will learn about the Fraud Prevention
System that is used by CMS to intercept payments for suspicious
claims and how they can use more advanced analytics to improve
their risk assessments and lower their audit risk.

GENERAL COMPLIANCE SESSION
GS1 (To Be Announced)

LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

9:30–10:00 am

Allison Pullins
Chief Strategy Officer, MD Ranger Inc

Coffee with Exhibitors
10:00–11:00 am

202 Uncovering Hidden Pitfalls in Medical Director Contracts
Joseph A. Piccolo
VP Corporate Compliance, Inspira Health
Brian S. Colonna
HIPAA Manager of Privacy, Renown Health

LEVEL BASIC

• Every hospital, no matter the size, has medical directorship
agreements that contain numerous compliance risks, which may not
be obvious to even rigorous compliance teams.

Caroline Whitlock
Senior Compliance Consultant, Health Tx Provider Network

• Learn best practices to mitigate risks lurking in directorships, such
as commercially unreasonable agreements, stacking, “shopping” for
rates, and more.

101 Seven Elements of an Effective
Provider Auditing Compliance Program

• Billing and documentation compliance: Conducting internal
monitoring and auditing
• Corrective action plans: Responding appropriately to detected
offenses and developing transitional actions
• Education and training: Homegrown versus external options for
reinforcement
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

102 21st Century Cures and Information Blocking
for Clinical Practice
Alan Fong
System Privacy Officer, CommonSpirit Health
• Final rule implementation
• Information blocking, reasonable and necessary activities, and
patient access to information

• Don’t reinvent the wheel. Understand how to integrate best practice
approaches to medical director contract compliance with your
existing compliance and contracting program. No policy for medical
directorships? Create one using simple guidelines.

12:15–1:00 pm

Lunch (provided)
1:00–1:30 pm

Dessert with Exhibitors
1:30–2:30 pm
LEVEL BASIC

• Assessing APIs, mobile apps, and risks for clinical practice

301 Clinical Documentation:
Preparing Your Providers for Documentation Audits

11:00–11:15 am

Lynn M. Myers
Chief Medical & Quality Officer, Texas Health Physicians Group

Break

• Time based code selection
• Key component documentation
• Documentation for Incident-to billing
• Documentation of commonly forgotten HCC codes
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Agenda
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

302 Risk Matters That Merit Attention Amid a Crisis
Valerie T. Cloud
Assistant Vice President Corporate Compliance, Atrium Health
• Learn how to swiftly identify, track, and mitigate emerging risk

4:00–5:00 pm

GENERAL SESSION
GS2 The Seasoned Professional’s Guide to
Managing Stress and Preventing Burnout

• Learn how monitoring questionnaires and self-reporting tools can
drive better internal controls and risk management

Sharon Grossman
Psychologist, Coach, Consultant, Author, Speaker,
Coaching by Sharon

• Learn how to manage and monitor your risk responses

• Identify burnout’s symptoms for early intervention

2:30–2:45 pm

Break

2:45–3:45 pm

• Develop self-awareness to increase stress management and
prevent burnout
• Build up mental discipline to make you resilient to stress
and burnout bulletproof

5:00–6:00 pm

LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

Reception

Amy G. Fogelman, MD
MED LAW Consulting

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27

Jesse Caplan
Managing Director, Corporate Oversight, Affiliated Monitors, Inc.

7:30 am–5:00 pm

• Healthcare providers who engage in inappropriate opioid
prescribing are increasingly subject to discipline by professional
medical and nursing boards, civil medical malpractice liability, and,
in the most egregious cases, criminal prosecution.

7:30–8:30 am

401 Mitigating the Risks from Opioid Prescribing:
A Legal and Medical Perspective

• Healthcare organizations should be proactive in ensuring they have
effective opioid prescribing compliance programs that incorporate
all relevant laws, regulations, CDC guidelines, and applicable
standards of practice.
• This program provides detailed information on the risks of opioid
prescribing and the associated elements of an effective compliance
program from a former healthcare regulator and a physician with
expertise in opioid prescribing practices.
LEVEL ADVANCED

402 HIPAA Security:
Common Mistakes Made by Physician Practices
Marti Arvin
Executive Advisor, CynergisTek, Inc.
• Failure to conduct adequate user access monitoring
• Lack of an adequate disaster recovery process, including
a strong incident response plan
• Deficient basic security measures on devices and networks

Registration

Breakfast with Exhibitors (provided)
8:30–9:30 am
LEVEL BASIC

501 The Physicians in My Practice Want to Get Involved
in Clinical Research: What Do I Need to Know and Do?
Jennifer J. Sartor
Vice President, Compliance, National Spine and Pain Centers
Sarah M. Couture
Managing Director, Ankura Consulting Group
• Research compliance basics for physician practice compliance
officers
• How to develop a simple research compliance plan
• Best practices in implementing the research compliance plan while
engaging physicians and practice administration
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

3:45–4:00 pm

Break

502 HIPAA and Social Media
Cathy Jefferson
Compliance Officer, University Hospitals
• HIPAA and social media are very challenging for our physician
offices; this presentation will define this new era of communication.
• This presentation will help physician offices to make sure they are
not violating HIPAA regulations as they relate to social media and
what to do if you find yourself sitting in front of OCR.
• This presentation will provide tips and tricks to help educate your
providers on how to participate in social media without violating
HIPAA regulations.

9:30–9:45 am

Break

hcca-info.org/2020clinical
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Agenda
9:45–10:45 am
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

601 Providers Coding and Documentation Audits.
Data Mining and Collaborative Approach:
The Key to Success
Peiman Saadat
Vice President, Corporate Compliance Officer, AdvantageCare Physicians
• Create a constantly evolving program
• Use ongoing data mining, benchmarking, and trending alongside
sampling reviews

Lunch (provided)
12:45–1:15 pm

Dessert with Exhibitors
1:15–2:15 pm
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

• Offer postaudit education and follow-ups

801 Integration of Safety Culture Training
to Increase Compliance Awareness

LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

Pat Zawko
Director of Quality Resources and Risk Management,
Little Falls Hospital

602 Do the Right Thing: A Federally Qualified Health
Center’s Response to a Randomized Audit by the
Office of Inspector General
Robyn M. Hoffmann
Corp. Compliance Officer and QI Liaison, Fair Haven Community
Health Clinic, Inc.
• Provide an overview of the goals of the Health Resources and
Services Administration’s Access Increases in Mental Health and
Substance Abuse Services (AIMS) award of $200 million in
supplemental funding to Federally Qualified Health Centers
(FQHCs) in 09/17
• Describe one FQHC’s approach in coordinating its response to the
Office of Inspector General (OIG) randomized audit of AIMS grantees
in May 2019
• Outline the lessons learned by the FQHC at the close of the OIG’s
on-site audit and the anticipated timeline for the OIG’s release of its
final report

10:45–11:00 am

Break

11:00 am–12:00 pm
LEVEL BASIC

701 Reviewing Recent Activities Within the Opioid Crisis:
Providers, Healthcare Entities, and Pharmaceutical
Companies
Karyn B. Holley
Dir. Corporate Compliance, Inspira Health Network
• Review government agencies’ involvement, national statistics,
scheduled substances, and indications for use of opioids
• Examine recent events involving pharmaceutical companies,
providers, and healthcare entities within the opioid crisis
• Anti-Kickback Statute compliance tips for your program
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

702 Why Clinicians Should Be Concerned About
the Stark Law and What to Do About It Now
Steven W. Ortquist
Founder & Principal, Arete Compliance Solutions, LLC
• Review the Stark Law, Anti-Kickback Statute, exceptions,
and safe harbors
• Discuss recent enforcement actions against physicians and
physician practices
• Examine critical compliance processes you can implement
to mitigate Stark Law & Anti-Kickback Statute risk
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• Add compliance training to safety culture training to increase
compliance awareness
• Imbed compliance training in safety culture training to increase
reporting
• Integrate compliance training in safety culture training to make safer
organizations and decrease patient harm
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

802 Incident To and Shared Visit Policy in Plain English
David M. Glaser
Shareholder, Fredrikson & Byron PA
• Recognize why the statement “new problems cannot be billed
incident to” is incorrect; in fact, the test is whether care is in the
course of treatment
• Recognize how private payers may apply different rules regarding
shared visits and incident to
• Learn to distinguish between “best practices” and “regulatory
requirements”

2:15–2:30 pm

Break

2:30–3:30 pm
LEVEL BASIC

901 Building a Physician Practice Audit Program
(That Your Physicians Will Appreciate!)
Mary A. Curry
Healthcare Compliance Officer, SIU School of Medicine
Sarah M. Couture
Managing Director, Ankura Consulting Group
• Risk assessment: The foundation of your audit plan
• Best practices for a physician practice audit plan
• Essentials for physician and leadership engagement

Agenda
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

902 Best Practices in Managing Third-Party Valuations
Christopher Carnahan
President, Carnahan Group Inc
Daniel P. Stech
Senior Director, Carnahan Group Inc
Gary W. Herschman
Chair, Health and Hospital Law Practice Group,
Epstein Becker & Green PC
• Define, categorize, and scope types of valuations
• Create internal standards, benchmarks, and valuation thresholds
• Establish internal process flow, project management, and approval
systems

3:30–4:00 pm

Afternoon Break with Exhibitors
4:00–5:00 pm

GENERAL SESSION
GS3 Short of Ventilators: How We Wound Up Here Again,
and Probably Will in the Future
David N. Hoffman
Chief Compliance Officer, Carthage Area Hospital
• When the COVID-19 pandemic passes, numerous task forces,
workgroups, and blue-ribbon panels will be formed to draw lessons
from the successes and failures of our current response efforts.
But why were we so unprepared this time?
• We know how we will respond after the pandemic passes because in
each earlier public health emergency, we fell into the same scripted
response.
• In this session, the presenter will describe his involvement in
hospital planning in response to the SARS, MERS, H1N1, and Ebola
events, and how compliance officers must make sure that lessons
learned are implemented and not forgotten.

9:45–11:15 am
LEVEL BASIC

P2 From Provider to Researcher and Patient to Subject:
Responsibility and Role Changes in the Conduct of
Practice-Based Human Subjects Research
John Baumann
Associate Vice President for Research Compliance,
Indiana University
• Explore the responsibility and role transformations that occur
when health care providers conduct research with their patients
• Identify best practices for when health care providers conduct
research with their patients
• Avoid common mistakes when the provider/researcher and
patient/subject roles are blended

11:15 am–12:45 pm

Lunch (on your own)
12:45–2:15 pm
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

P3 Billing and Coding Cases Gone Wrong
Jay McVean
Director, UT Health
C.J. Wolf
Director, Conflict of Interest, Intermountain Healthcare
• Modifier -25 woes: Examine cases of government settlements with
providers who had problems with modifier -25 usage
• Incident-to billing: Discuss the details of enforcement examples
when incident-to rules are not followed
• Coding the highest levels of codes: Investigators who mine data
often hone in on aberrant patterns and outliers who report the
highest level of E/M and other codes; we will examine examples and
scenarios of where this can go wrong

2:15–2:30 pm

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28 (Post-Conference)
7:00 am–4:00 pm

Registration
8:00–9:30 am

LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

P1 Compliance and the Board:
Challenges and Best Practices
Brian D. Annulis
Senior Managing Director, Ankura Consulting Group
• Understanding challenges to effective board engagement
• Using best practice communication with the board
• Further enhancing the compliance/board connection

Break

2:30–4:00 pm
LEVEL INTERMEDIATE

P4 The New Normal: Benefits of Successfully Navigating
Change in a Fast-Paced Health Care Workplace
Scott Lesnick
President, Successful Business Solutions LLC
• Demonstrate a greater ability to successfully lead through and
navigate a culture of change
• Prepare a stronger vision to stay productive, engage as a leader, and
develop stronger relationships at all levels, and three key factors
that allow individuals to stress less, grow engagement, and produce
even during challenging times
• Improve your change management and communication skills to build
a stronger, more agile staff/team, and learn to grow, mentor, and
lead even during times of significant change

9:30–9:45 am

Break
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Details
HOTEL & CONFERENCE LOCATION

SHERATON ATLANTA HOTEL
165 COURTLAND STREET NE, ATLANTA, GA 30303
A reduced rate of $169 per night (plus applicable taxes — currently 16.9%,
subject to change — and Georgia State Hotel Assessment Fee — currently $5)
for single/double occupancy has been arranged. To make reservations, visit
bit.ly/hotel2020clinical or call 888.236.2427 and ask for the HCCA/SCCE group
rate. All reservations must be guaranteed by a first night room deposit or with a valid
credit card. The cutoff date to receive this discounted rate is Monday, October 5, 2020
or when the group block is full, whichever comes first. Confirmation of rooms after the
cut-off date will only be accepted based on availability and at the Hotel’s prevailing
rates. For those who wish to extend their stay, sleeping room rates are available three
days before and three days after the conference, based on availability.
PLEASE NOTE: Neither HCCA nor any hotel it is affiliated with will ever contact
you to make a hotel reservation. If you receive a call soliciting reservations on
behalf of HCCA or the event, it is likely from a room poacher and may be fraudulent.
We recommend you make reservations directly with the hotel using the phone number
or web link provided by HCCA. If you have concerns or questions, please contact
888.580.8373.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
PAYMENT TERMS: Please make your check payable to HCCA, enclose payment
with your registration, and return it to the HCCA office, or fax your credit card payment
to 952.988.0146. If your total is miscalculated, HCCA will charge your card the correct
amount. All expenses incurred to maintain or improve skills in your profession may
be tax deductible, including tuition, travel, lodging, and meals. Please consult your
tax advisor.
GROUP DISCOUNTS
5 or more: $50 discount for each registrant
10 or more: $100 discount for each registrant
Discounts take effect the day a group reaches the discount number of registrants.
Please send registration forms together to ensure that the discount is applied.
A separate registration form is required for each registrant. The group discount is
NOT available through online registration. Note that discounts will NOT be applied
retroactively if more registrants are added at a later date, but new registrants will
receive the group discount.
CANCELLATIONS/SUBSTITUTIONS: Refunds will not be issued. You may
send a substitute in your place or request a conference credit. Conference credits are
issued in the full amount of the registration fees paid, and will expire 12 months from
the date of the original, cancelled event. Conference credits may be used toward any
HCCA service or product except The Health Care Compliance Professional’s Manual.
If a credit is applied toward an event, the event must take place prior to the credit’s
expiration date. If you need to cancel your participation, notification is required by
email, sent to helpteam@hcca-info.org, prior to the start date of the event.
Please note that if you are sending a substitute, an additional fee may apply.
TAX DEDUCTIBILITY: All expenses incurred to maintain or improve skills in
your profession may be tax deductible, including tuition, travel, lodging, and meals.
Please consult your tax advisor.
USE OF INFORMATION: Your information may be received by exhibitors at
a conference as well as our affiliates and partners who we may share it with for
marketing purposes. Please note that only postal address information is shared.
If you wish to opt-out, please follow the process set out in our Privacy Statement
(hcca-info.org/privacy.aspx).
AGREEMENTS & ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: I agree and acknowledge that I am
undertaking participation in HCCA events and activities as my own free and intentional
act, and I am fully aware that possible physical injury might occur to me as a result of
my participation in these events. I give this acknowledgment freely and knowingly
and assert that I am, as a result, able to participate in HCCA events, and I do hereby
assume responsibility for my own well-being. I agree and acknowledge that HCCA
plans to take photographs and/or video at the HCCA Clinical Practice Compliance
Conference and reproduce them in HCCA educational, news, or promotional
material, whether in print, electronic, or other media, including the HCCA website.
By participating in the HCCA Clinical Practice Compliance Conference, I grant HCCA
the right to use my name, photograph, video, and biography for such purposes.
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ADDITIONAL DETAILS

SPECIAL NEEDS/CONCERNS: If you have a special need and require
accommodation, please call HCCA at 888.580.8373 prior to your arrival.
RECORDING:Unathorized audio or video recording of the conference is
not allowed.
DRESS CODE: Business casual dress is appropriate.

CONTINUING EDUCATION UNITS
HCCA is in the process of applying for additional external continuing education units (CEUs).
Should overall number of education hours decrease or increase, the maximum number of CEUs
available will be changed accordingly. Credits are assessed based on actual attendance and
credit type requested.
Approval quantities and types vary by state or certifying body. For entities that have granted
prior approval for this event, credits will be awarded in accordance with their requirements.
CEU totals are subject to change.
Upon request, if there is sufficient time and we are able to meet their requirements,
HCCA may submit this course to additional states or entities for consideration. If you
would like to make a request, please contact us at 952.988.0141 or 888.580.8373 or email
ccb@compliancecertification.org. To see the most up-to-date CEU information go to HCCA’s
website, hcca-info.org/all-conferences-home-page. Select your conference, and then select
the “Continuing Education” option on the left hand menu.
CCB: The Compliance Certification Board (CCB) has awarded a maximum of 21.6 CEUs
®
for these certifications: Certified in Healthcare Compliance (CHC), Certified in Healthcare
®
®
Compliance–Fellow (CHC-F), Certified in Healthcare Privacy Compliance (CHPC ), Certified
®
in Healthcare Research Compliance (CHRC), Certified Compliance & Ethics Professional
®
®
(CCEP), Certified Compliance & Ethics Professional–Fellow (CCEP-F), Certified Compliance
®
& Ethics Professional–International (CCEP-I). Daily Breakdown: Monday = 7.2 CCB CEUs;
®

Tuesday = 7.2 CCB CEUs; Wednesday = 7.2 CCB CEUs; Totals subject to change.

Registration
Full name:

(please type or print)

Sharing your demographic information with HCCA will help us create better networking opportunities for you.
Thank you for taking a moment to fill out the form below.

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
What is your functional job title? Please select one.

What is your primary health care entity?

Academic/Professor

Consultant

Academic

Managed Care

Administration

Controller

Ambulance/Transportation

Medical Device Manufacturer

Asst Compliance Officer

Ethics Officer

Behavioral Health

Medical/Clinical Research

Attorney (In-House Counsel)

Executive Director

Consulting Firm

Nursing

Attorney (Outside Counsel)

General Counsel

Durable Medical Equipment

Audit Analyst

HIM Professional

Government Provider

Audit Manager/Officer

HIPAA/Privacy Officer

Health System

 ther Provider of
O
Services/Products to
Health Care Entities

Billing Manager/Officer

Human Resources

Health System/Teaching

Charger Master

Medical Director

Home Care/Hospice

Chief Compliance Officer

Nurse

Hospital

CEO/President

Nurse Manager

Hospital/Teaching

Chief Financial Officer

Patient Safety Officer

Integrated Delivery System

Chief Information Officer

Pharmacy Director

Integrated Health System

Chief Medical Officer

Physician

Laboratory

Chief Operating Officer

 uality Assurance/
Q
Quality of Care

Law Firm

Clinical
Coder
Compliance Analyst
Compliance Coordinator
Compliance Director
Compliance Fraud Examiner
Compliance Officer
Compliance Specialist

Regulatory Officer
Reimbursement Coordinator

Payor/Insurance
Pharmaceutical Manufacturer
Physician Practice
Rehabilitation
Retail Pharmacy
Third-Party Billing
Other (please list below)

Long-Term Care

List others not listed here:

Research Analyst
Risk Manager
Trainer/Educator
Vice President
Other (please list below)

List others not listed here:

Please tell us if you are a first-time attendee of the
Clinical Practice Compliance Conference:
This is my first HCCA Clinical Practice Compliance Conference

What certifications do you hold? Select all that apply.
BA

CHE

FHFMA

MSN

BBA

CHP

JD

MT

BS

CHPC

LLM

NHA

BSN

CHRC

MA

PhD

CCEP

CIA

MBA

RHIA

CEM

CPA

MHA

RHIT

CCS

CPC

MPA

RN

CCS-P

CPHQ

MPH

CFE

DDS

MS

CHC

ESQ

MSHA

List others not listed here:

REGISTRATION CONTINUES
ON NEXT PAGE (over)
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Clinical Practice Compliance Conference
October 26–28, 2020 • Sheraton Atlanta Hotel • Atlanta, GA
Contact Information
Mr

Mrs

Ms

Registration Fees

Dr

Register through 8/4/20

Member/ Account ID (if known)

First Name

$ 825

$ 875

Non-Member (Monday & Tuesday)

$995

$1045

Registration + First-Time Membership*
MI

Last Name

$1045

$ 1095

Post-Conference (Wednesday am)

FREE

$ 150

Post-Conference (Wednesday pm)

FREE

$ 150

Group Discount for 5–9 Attendees

($50)

($50)

($ 100)

($ 100)

Group Discount for 10 or More
Credentials (CHC, CCEP, etc.)

after 8/4/20

Member (Monday & Tuesday)

*Save by joining today (first-time members only). Dues renew at $325.



TOTAL $

Session Selections

Job Title

Visit hcca-info.org/2020clinical to choose your sessions, update your conference
badge, and see our on‑site attendee networking opportunities. If you do not select
your sessions online, please write them in the form below. Your selections will
be used to assist us in planning. You are not obligated to attend the sessions you
select. Session selection is not available for discussion groups.

Organization (Name of Employer)

Street Address

City/Town

State/Province

Zip /Postal Code

Country

WEDNESDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

10:00 am

8:30 am

8:00 am

11:15 am

9:45 pm

9:45 am

1:30 pm

11:00 am

12:45 pm

2:45 pm

1:15 pm

2:30 pm

(Post-Conference)

2:30 pm
Work Phone

Payment
Email (required)

Online registration at hcca-info.org/2020clinical

Dietary Needs Request
Dairy Free

Gluten Free

Kosher

Vegetarian

Vegan

Other

Acknowledgements
By submitting this registration, you agree to the full Terms and
Conditions, including the use of your information, viewable at
hcca-info.org/2020clinical.
Your information (postal address) may be shared with conference
exhibitors, attendees, speakers, affiliates, and partners for marketing
and/or networking purposes. To see the full use of your information
or if you wish to opt-out, visit hcca-info.org/privacy.
By participating in an HCCA conference, you grant HCCA, or anyone
authorized by HCCA, the right to use or publish in print or electronic
medium any photograph or video containing your image or likeness for
educational, news, or promotional purposes without compensation.

Mail this form to HCCA, 6500 Barrie Road, Suite 250,
Minneapolis, MN 55435-2358
Fax this form to 952.988.0146
Email this form to helpteam@hcca-info.org — Due to PCI compliance, do not
provide credit card information via email. You may email this form (without credit
card information), then call HCCA at 888.580.8373 with payment information.
Invoice me
Check enclosed (payable to HCCA)
Wire transfer requested
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Discover
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Join the healthcare compliance community
The Health Care Compliance Association has created high-quality education and
networking opportunities to develop your career and keep your organization’s
healthcare compliance program moving forward. As a member, you will also be
supporting the profession.

RECEIVE THE
MEMBER-ONLY MAGAZINE
Read the latest insights into
compliance each month. Enjoy
online access to archived issues
with hundreds of articles
through COSMOS, our
digital platform.

NETWORKING
Become a part of the healthcare
compliance professional network
and connect through online
communities, LinkedIn groups,
HCCA events and member-tomember through the
on-line directory.

Member exclusive discounts on the following:

EDUCATIONAL
CONFERENCES
50+ events and web
conferences are all available to
you at special member rates.
Save as you learn and build
out your network.

PUBLICATIONS

CERTIFICATION

You’ll have access to a wide
range of educational resources,
including our interactive salary
survey. Members receive
discounts on books,
digital resources, and
newsletters.

Members save on the
Compliance Certification Board
(CCB)® certification exams:
CHC, CHPC, and CHRC.

Don’t miss the opportunity to learn, grow, and network with your peers!

Learn more
hcca-info.org/join

